Hôtel “Auberge de la Gravière” Orcières
General presentation:

Located in the Southern Alpes at 1280 m in the Les Ecrins National Park and 35km
away from Gap, the hotel « Auberge la Gravière » of Orcières welcomes you in
an idyllic setting for holidays in the mountains.
Everybody will enjoy it between hikes, relaxation, sport and tourism.

Come and discover!
General information:

· Room from 65€ the night ;
· Catering all days from 9 am to 8.30pm ;
· Breakfast: 7€, from 8am to 9.30 pm ;
· Half board : 25€ , breakfast, dinner ( from 7pm to 8.30 pm) ;
· Full board : 40€, breakfast, lunch, dinner ( from 7pm to 8.30 pm) ;
· Room accessible to people with reduced mobility ; bar and restaurant on one
level ;
· Spoken language : French, English, Spanish
· Bar restaurant : 2 lounges
· Our hotel is accessible to people with reduced mobility.
· Pets accepted with an extra of 5€ per pet
· It is equipped with a bar restaurant, 2 lounges, there are a lot of outdoor
activities in winter and summer such as ice kart, paragliding, nordic skiing… There
is a shuttle service between the leisure park and Orcières Merlette ski resort. ;

Rooms :

The hotel has 13 comfortable and spacious rooms, simple or in duplex.
Room 2/3 persons → from 65€ ; room 4 persons → from 75€ ; room 4 persons
duplex → from 85€

Winter activities

During winter, nordic ski trails and snowshoes start from the Auberge la Gravière
and go through the forest and the dike of the Drac.

Starts are possible with skis for the Aiguille of Orcières top with a positive height
difference of 1513 M ! Or enjoy the scenery going for a ride with sleigh dogs. You
can also go for a hike to Orcières Merlette ski resort only 8 km away.

You can enjoy the igloos for a wonderful immersion in ice world !

